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Let's start in the mid-1970s. Jimmy Carter is a one-term president, and it feels
like the country is going through a nervous breakdown=-Watergate, the Iran
hostage crisis, long lines at the gas pumps, stagflation, and unresolved memo-
ries of defeat in Vietnam weighing heavily on the national psyche. Now, every-
one knows the outcome, how this sense of drift and demoralization was halted
by Reagan's "new morning in America," the dismantling of Great Society pro-
grams, revanchist foreign policy, and a wave of deregulation and privatization
that led to the ascendancy of neoliberal market ideologies. Still, I want to dwell
for a minute on the mid-1970s, to see it not just as the interlude between Nixon
and Reagan, for this moment of national malaise during the Carter years is also
the time when writing program administration became a recognizable form of
academic work, differentiated from the earlier job of directing freshman Eng-
lish that had been assigned to junior faculty as a matter of paying their dues on
the path to tenure.

Writing program administration, as I believe the contributions to this im-
pressive collection reveal, continues to be marked by the date of its inception,
in an era when open admissions programs and a "Why Johnny Can't Write"
literacy crisis fashioned the prospects of writing programs in terms that book-
ended the social upheavals of the 1960s. Of course, part of the Reagan strategy
to resolve the national crisis of confidence was to rewrite the sixties-not the
decade of the 1960s but the historical moment of the sixties, which ended, at
least symbolically, in 1975 with the fall of'Saigon-in a backlash against "per-
missiveness" and declining standards in national life, including literacy. But
in the mid-1970s, the sixties remained a near problem and a source of tension.
Open admissions and the goal of democratizing higher education grew out of
popular pressure from below on the part of the civil rights and black libera-
tion movements. By the mid-1970s, however, open admissions stood in uneasy
relation to a then emergent back-to-basics movement and a newfound interest
in writing among college and university administrators, state legislators, and
business leaders. On the one side was Mina Shaughnessy's vision of a literate
democracy that sought to extend the progressive politics of the sixties, while
on the other were the cultural anxieties released by falling test scores, middle-
class fears of downward mobility, and a desire for accountability and restora-
tion of order that wanted to repudiate the legacy of the previous decade.
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invited "trouble" before it occurred? Further, what if standard WPA practice '~:
didn't simply invite but also integrated the standpoint of the outsider within ~
which, by definition, would be the position most likely to recognize the un-
equal power relations that obtain in acts of colonization?

Of course, I can't be sure about what might have happened in such a case,
I am certain, however, that the invitation would have changed what the chair
later described as his "misperception that this idea [of a common assignment]
was not particularly controversial"; it would also have altered what Jim's as-
signment described as his "nameless, faceless rage at his powerless position,"
Perhaps between them those two may even have found an alternative method
for meeting student need (the recognized principle informing the WPA dis-
course and policy) without impinging on faculty's autonomy in curricular in-
novation (the recognized principle informing their affective response to WPA
discourse and policy),

But inviting the standpoint of an outsider within need not result in any
utopian agreement in order to offset the pedagogic violence of accepted WPA
discourse, If, as Worsham contends, colonizing power depends on the domi-
nant discourse's capacity not just to keep people in their place but also to disal-
low their anger vis-a-vis their subordination, then welcoming the standpoint of
the outsider constitutes an effective strategy of decolonization and the struggle
for social change, If and when outlaw emotions are invited, heard, even wel-
comed, they can do the work that Worsham asks of the rhetoric of pedagogic
violence, that is, "to open for examination the symbolic violence implied in
teaching and learning" (215),

What better way, then, to address the editors' challenge for us to "look not
only at the outside forces but also at ourselves as participants in and contributors
to an accepted WPA discourse?" Granted, demystifying the emotional coloniza-
tion, appropriation, and partiality of our discourse may result simply in more
open acknowledgement of the hierarchy of privilege and authority that informs
our professional practice, I argue nonetheless that domination by an acknowl-
edged autocrat engenders less pedagogic violence than a bureaucrat's misrec-
ognized tools of shame and fear, Furthermore, and if we are sincere about our
professed commitment to social change, then we can in good faith trust that
WPAs who come to recognize their previously mystified methods of conferring
their own privilege and authority while colonizing others will, by the fact of that
recognition alone, be moved to revise their accepted discourse and practice,

Worsham tells us that "the issue at stake in any of our appropriations is
the ethos of intellectual work that will prevail in composition studies" (1999,
401), To understand how those appropriations are couched in the "rhetoric of
theory," in the rhetoric of pedagogical violence, in the arts of complying with
bureaucratic necessities, we need to sustain a critical awareness of the ethos,
the subjectivity, we're creating for ourselves and for the Other. Relying on the
epistemological power of the outsider within-inviting our own outlaw emo-
tions, as well as those of our colleagues-may well provide the tool for such
critical awareness,

ii,

9

Laboring to Globalize a First-Year Writing Program

Wendy Hesford, Edgar Singleton, and Ivonne M. Garcia

What is the relationship between the formation and direction of writing pro-
gram administration and the globalization of literary, composition, rhetoric,
and literacy studies? To what extent do public universities and hence their
programs, especially their writing programs, function as consumer-oriented
corporations whose missions, labor structures, and curricula are defined by the
needs of the global market? How might a greater understanding of the interde-
pendence of domestic and international cultural, linguistic, and economic prac-
tices shape composition studies and the material practices of the field within
first-year writing programs? In what ways have writing programs responded
to perceptions of the new global economy, notions of flexible citizenship, and
corporate multiculturalism?

Multiculturalism continues to hold the promise of giving historically op-
pressed groups a sense of place, history, and voice in the academy, But its
institutionalization in the university at large, and specifically in writing pro-
grams, has not moved much beyond corporate multiculturalism. Many uni-
versity diversity initiatives have emphasized an attitudinal engagement with
difference and ignored the potentially productive and reciprocal relations
between U.S. English and other languages, and between U.S, English and
the "Englishes" that arise within other national and cultural contexts. Also
problematic are the often ignored but fundamental inequalities in the ways
international and nonnative graduate teaching assistants are treated, and the
institutional assumptions that all instructors of English begin from the same
starting point on a level playing field. In endorsing a multiculturalism that
merely celebrates a unidirectional and monolingual approach to language
and difference, universities and their bureaucracies (see Fox in this volume)
uphold problematic notions of a unified and coherent national culture and
language that ignores the critical impact of transnational, cross-language,
and cultural relations on nation-states and their institutions. How can and
why must universities, including writing programs, counteract the reductive

11':1
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yet prominent client-oriented approach to multiculturalism and subtractive
monolingualism that, as John Trimbur has noted, dominates writing pro-
grams in the United States (2006, 584)? How can and why must we foster
an active multilingualism and more critical perceptions of the materiality of
difference in composition and writing program administration?

WPAs have been slow to respond to the scenes and legacies of global-
ization. Writing programs have responded to the globalization of cultural
phenomena, in large part and significantly, through a curricular emphasis on
postcolonial and transnational texts. Consider, for example, the growing em-
phasis on the inclusion of essays on global issues in first-year composition
readers. A review of thirteen texts marketed as global by three major publish-
ers, however, reveals them in most cases to reinforce the corporate multicul-
turalism that ultimately confirms for dominant-culture students and instructors
the intractable "otherness" of those who differ linguistically, racially, socially,
or geographically from them. These texts appear to fall into two categories:
readers that include globalism or the "international" as a chapter or grouping
of texts, and those devoted almost entirely to issues of globalism.

A text such as Jonathan Silverman and Dean Rader's The World Is a Text:
Writing, Reading, and Thinking About Culture and Its Contexts (2006) is an
example of the former, a reader that includes in its alternative table of contents
a section entitled "International/Global Readings" (in addition to sections en-
titled "African-American Issues," "Arab-American Issues," <.:Asian-American
Issues," "Gay & Lesbian Issues," and "Latino/Latina Issues"). Here the term
global indicates a certain "international flavor" in the selection of anthologized
works. The international section includes among its seven entries a Shakespeare
sonnet, poems by Carolyn Porche and Pablo Neruda, and the first chapter from
John Berger's Ways of Seeing. Berger's text has introduced a generation of
college students to the idea that images are texts in themselves that can be read
as such. And "My Mistress' Eyes are Nothing Like the Sun" challenges the
genre through parody of the expected simile: the speaker's love is not like the
beauty found in nature. However, the choice of each work presumes an audi-
ence to be on intimate terms with the genres and tropes of Western fine arts and
popular culture. These assumptions presume that both instructors and students
will approach this material from the perspective of members of the assumed
dominant culture.

That perspective is underscored by the introductory remarks provided by
the book's editors, which in the case of the sonnet amount to a Western culture
in-joke: "We have gone against the grain and decided to publish a poem bya
little-known author named William Shakespeare. You may have heard of him"
(73). This choice of texts and manner of introducing them, which amount to a
conversation between cultural insiders despite the stated goal of going "glob-
al," is perhaps most understandable in light of the marketing expectations for
such texts. For the text to succeed, it must be adopted at large universities such
as The Ohio State University, where 86 percent of all enrolled students identify
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themselves as white, non-Hispanic and fully 90 percent of undergraduates are
Ohio residents. The expectation is that the texts will be consumed by these
"typical" American college students and presented by instructors who share
much in common with their students culturally.

The significance is clear: the movement toward a global, multicultural
curriculum does not yet demonstrate an understanding of the complex cultural
collisions, transcultural negotiations, and power differentials within and across
audiences and cultures. Sample texts within composition readers do challenge
static notions of culture and audience; however, the general trend toward global-
ization in the pedagogical apparatus tends to reinforce monolithic notions of cul-
ture and context rather than seeing cultures and contexts as emergent, contested,
fragmented, and dialogic even within the context of the U.S. experience.

Little attention has been paid not only to how these assumptions are
made, naturalized, and promoted, but also to the pedagogical complexities and
structural entailments raised by attempts to globalize the curriculum, and the
"enormous industry of meaning making" that is the academy (Lipsitz qtd. in
Lubiano 1996, 68). How, for instance, might we integrate transnational and
cross-cultural texts and methods into the writing curriculum without colo-
nizing the literature of the "other" or positioning certain writing teachers or
students, namely international or nonnative English speakers, as objects of cul-
tural consumption? In other words, how is the international, nonnative English
speaker, and/or graduate teaching associates (GTAs) of color positioned in
such a curriculum? And what are some of the issues that we as writing program
administrators (WPAs) need to consider in light of such likely positions?

Indira Karamcheti has provided important insights into how minority
instructors find themselves positioned within U.S. and Western academia.
Karamcheti has likened the positionality of academics "blessed with the 'sur-
plus visibility' of race or ethnicity" to that of being "Calibans in the class-
room," who are perceived in the eyes of their (often first-year composition)
students, not as powerful Prosperos wielding the magic of knowledge, but as
"rough beasts slouching (maybe even shuffling) along the ivied Bethlehems of
higher education" (215). Karamcheti's main concern is not only the fact that
minority academics are cast in the roles of "native informants," but also that
the fact of "visible difference" immediately problematizes their authority in
the classroom (216). Karamcheti, whose own experience on a mostly white
campus in California included students who remarked on her "amazingly good
grasp of the language" (217), utilizes Shakespeare's The Tempest as the meta-
phor for identifying a number of positions in which minority instructors might
find themselves inthe U.S. academy. She concludes that while such instructors
might be cast "as Calibans, Ariels, and impersonators of Prospero," minority
teachers should engage in "a self-aware, deliberate performance of race or eth-
nicity [that] can provide a more powerful, more challenging authority" (225).

Recognizing the complex positionality of international and nonnative
GTAs in the academy is important to the development of a global approach to
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multiculturalism. This is not only because the visible differences of these aca-
demics make their classroom experience different and, arguably, more chal-
lenging, but also because such institutional recognition and inclusion is directly
related to the type of multiculturalism that the academic institution ultimately
practices, not just espouses. The problematic range of possible positions and
the assumptions such projections and stances reflect onto these GTAs becomes
particularly evident when international writing instructors and instructors from
cultures in which standard U.S. English is not the primary dialect are placed in
the position of instructing majority-culture students in writing. The approach
until now has been to insist-with the goal of helping these instructors become
more effective in the classroom-that international and multicultural instruc-
tors learn to better understand the needs and expectations of majority-culture
students. This trend is evident in texts prepared by instructional assistance
units, such as the Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning at Harvard
University and the Faculty and Teaching Associate Development at our own
university. The introduction to Ohio State's Teaching in the United States: A
Handbookfor International Faculty and TAs states, "An understanding of cul-
ture can help you develop important skills to enhance your ability to teach in
U.S. classrooms. As you fulfill your responsibilities as an international faculty
member or teaching associate, you will learn and adopt some of the culture
of this country both in and out of the classroom" (2002, 1). Though the text
points to undergraduate students' unawaren-ess of their own ethnocentrism as
the basis for communicative and pedagogical challenges in the classroom, the
responsibility remains squarely with international instructors to adopt strate-
gies that will aid in their "adjustment" to their new surroundings. As Harvard's
Teaching American Students: A Guidefor International Faculty and Teaching
Assistants in Colleges and Universities declares, "Most successful teachers
in the United States begin by trying to find out as much as possible about the
background and abilities of their students" (Sarkisian 1997, 18).

No doubt international instructors welcome advice on approaching their
first teaching experience in the United States. The problem, however, is the
implication in these materials that the "globalization" of the classroom will
take place entirely on terms determined by institutions' perceived corporate re-
sponsibility to paying customers-the students-and a monolingual approach
to language and writing instruction that ignores nonmainstream languages and
dialects and rhetorical practices. In such an environment, alternatives other
than the assimilation of international or multicultural instructors seem nearly
impossible. Thus, such assumptions are based on the understanding that other
than the international instructor's attempt to adapt and adopt the university's
culture, there is no value in what the multilingual instructor brings to the writ-
ing classroom as an individual who is not a native speaker of English or a
U.S. citizen. The challenges are magnified for writing programs by the per-
ception that majority-culture students, in addition to defining the terms of any
rapprochement between cultures, are also the wielders of greater authority in
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terms of course content by virtue of their familiarity with U.S. idioms and
subject material.

Thus we invoke the term globalization with full awareness of its ideal-
ization (e.g., the idea that all nations and individuals participate equally in
an integrated economy) and its depredations worldwide, including widening
of economic inequalities, ecological degradation, increased militarism, esca-
lating religious nationalism, and the expansion of Western cultures. We turn
our attention to how the work we do in composition, and explicitly in writing
program administration, might be reformulated by looking at the relationship
between cultural, linguistic, and economic exchanges-a relationship that has
marked globalization studies. We argue that addressing such questions and
recognizing the inseparability of labor conditions and curricular and pedagogi-
cal issues are vital to the progressive intellectual development and sustainabil-
ity of writing programs.

We focus on the challenges and possibilities that a global and transna-
tional approach to the teaching of writing pose for writing program adminis-
trators, and, mere particularly, for instructors, namely international graduate
teaching assistants and nonnative U.S. English speakers in the English depart-
ment at Ohio State. Among the most prominent arguments about why com-
position matters, from those both inside and outside the field, have been that
composition introduces students to the conventions of academic discourse and
provides an institutional site for the training of graduate students as teachers.
Such claims and skills easily get caught up in the rhetoric of consumption
when divorced from the complexities of context and by construing first-year
students as autonomous consumers and locating composition on the academic
periphery. We share the common view that one of the major goals of first-year
writing instruction is to introduce students to academic writing conventions.
However, our goal is to teach the conventions with full awareness of how they
are created and legitimated by use and cultural practices. Moreover, claims
about composition as a benign training site for graduate students far too often
ignore unfair labor conditions and the constitution of the teaching pool and
power differentials among writing instructors, as well as between instructors
and their students. Like Marc Bousquet and others, we align ourselves with a
"labor theory of agency'vthat seeks to empower those who are disenfranchised,
disempowered, and in minority positions within academia (2002, 494). Bous-
quet advocates for an "organized voice and collective action of composition
labor" and includes managers/administrators among the category of workers,
and here too we are aligned (494). But from that point on we part ways.

Bousquet argues that the success and survival of writing programs and
writing program administrators have depended partly on the continuing failure
of the labor struggle, namely the reduction of full-time faculty, and increase
in adjunct and graduate student labor in the teaching of writing (500). The
field has not conceded to unfair working conditions or the inevitability of the
corporate university. Indeed, composition as a discipline has made significant
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contributions to labor struggles across the academy in its documentation of
contingent labor (Schell and Stock 2001), theorizing of the materiality of writ-
ing (Horner 2000), and articulation of issues of economic access (Fox 1999).
Indeed, if a narrative of empowerment is to be constructed, it must take into
account that the economic and cultural capital of English departments, and
the humanities more broadly, have depended on the marginalization of the
work of composition. Moreover, as Bruce Horner notes, "The economic capital
[composition) ostensibly produces in the form of writing skills, for which it is
valued outside the academy, serves only to secure the marginality of its status

within the academy" (xxi).
But we are not interested in locating problems only outside of the WPA

discourse and outside of writing programs and in the usual suspects, especial-
ly English departments. Indeed, faculty across the university experience and
embody the contradictions and tensions propelled by academic capitalism,
all of which benefit, though in varying ways, from exploitative labor prac-
tices, namely the hiring of adjunct and nontenure-track labor. The employ-
ment of graduate students and part-time instructors to teach first-year writing
is not symptomatic of the failure of writing programs alone, but rather the
reliance on contingent labor is symptomatic of the failure of administrators
and faculty across the disciplines to resolve unfair labor conditions within

their own domain.Finally, we must not only look at outside forces but also atcourselves-
at our insufficient attention to the role of international graduate students and
nonnative speakers as teachers, labor subjects, and as agents of change, and to
the relationship between curricular initiatives and labor practices. Hence, we
argue that WPAs need to see their programs' curricular and pedagogical agen-
das and multicultural reforms in relation to the unidirectional monolingual-
ism and national ambivalence about multilingualism, and the conditions and
contexts within which graduate teaching assistants labor in composition. For
instance, the Department of English at Ohio State has maintained the practice
of recognizing GTAs as employees and- giving new GTAs stipends to attend
a two-week orientation workshop to prepare them to teach first-year writing.
Our argument is that advocacy on behalf of fair wages and benefits for gradu-
ate teaching assistants needs to be coupled with greater consideration of the
institutional and cultural roles into which GTAs, particularly international and

nonnative speakers, are cast.
The identification of WPAs as corporate managers and the proletarianiza-

tion of the labor of teaching are symptomatic of the partiality and selectiv-
ity ofa materialist analysis that demarcates labor solely in economic terms.
Such an analysis ignores relations among economic, cultural, and symbolic
capital across the university, and disregards the links between labor condi-
tions and curricular and pedagogical issues. Bousquet calls for the abolition
of WPAs as "part of a more general abolition of the scene of managed la-
bor in the academy" (2002, 519 n3). But the conditions of labor within the
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academy and progressive change are more complicated than allowed by an
exclusive focus on the "figure of the WPA." Writing programs are not isolated
units of analysis-isolated from the institutional politics and imperatives of
departments of English, which reap the benefits of high enrollments gener-
ated by first-year composition courses, particularly schools that operate under
responsibility-centered management paradigms and tie resource allocations to
enrollments. Troubling labor practices do structure the academy. We therefore
share concerns over inequitable labor practices in our institutions. But we also
want to draw attention to how labor struggles and conditions are linked to cur-
ricular and pedagogical reforms and symbolic capitaL.

Bousquet is worried, and rightly so, that the figure of the bureaucrat!
pragmatist boss will "become the field's dominant subject-position and not
the vexed and contradictory intentions and experiences of individuals" (519
n3). Yet, in the end, Bousquet's construction of himself as the "unofficial"
or "outlaw hero"-the equivalent of Neo (the messianic character who leads
the fight against the network that controls people's lives) in our discipline's
own version of The Matrix-appears as reductive as the WPA who casts
himself as the official hero-the heroic manager-teacher-trainer, or profes-
sional guru. What we would like to see, and where we have placed our efforts
as WPAs, is greater documentation of and attention to these contradictions
and vexed experiences.

Does this make us bureaucratic pragmatists? Boss compositionists? No.
But neither do we see ourselves as the new proletariat within a composition
economy. We embrace Horner's conception of the materiality of writing,
which takes into account the socioeconomic conditions, including global re-
lations of power. These power differentials contribute to the production and
distribution of writing, and enable certain social relations among students and
teachers, readers and writers that are shaped by race, class, gender, ability,
generation, ethnicity, and so on (2000, xviii-xix). We argue for a critical return
to the discourse on radical multiculturalism and turn to globalization studies
that draw connections among political, economic, and representational prac-
tices as a way to frame the links between curricular and labor practices and to
articulate the indispensability of rhetorical modes of inquiry in understanding
our geopolitical and historical place(s) in the world. Our curricular work in the
writing program at Ohio State, in collaboration with graduate students, fore-
grounds the relationality of symbolic, cultural, and economic capital; namely,
how GTAs of color and GTAs who are international and nonnative speak-
ers of English negotiate and claim authority in a multicultural composition
classroom; how certain rhetorical, cultural, and linguistic traditions have been
valued over others within GTA training; and how such values structure the
economy of teaching at a large public university.

We do not feel any obligation to rescue the WPA as a representational fig-
ure, even though we might be a bit alarmed about making the WPA a metaphor
and scapegoat! Rather, as administrators of one of the nation's largest public
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first-year writing programs, we are more interested in contributing to the docu-
mentation of writing programs as contentious worksites from which we might
intervene, shape, and interrupt the rhetoric of consumption and managerial
materialism upon which both unfair labor practices and the commercialization
of instruction thrive. These worksites of contention provide opportunities for
WPAs, especially those from minority groups, to become agents of change for
these underserved labor populations that have generally been approached as
problematic in academia while their potential as contributors of more global
and power-equalizing perspectives has been largely ignored.

Our response to such challenges has been threefold: (1) design curricu-
lum that is comparative, cross-cultural, and enables transnational explorations,
which prompts students to understand the value and significance of diversity
and relationality in an era of globalization; (2) attend to the particular pedagog-
ical challenges that teachers face, particularly international GTAs and GT As
of color, as they labor to teach first-year writing to predominantly majority
populations, and to include these teachers in the design of the more globally
focused curriculum; and (3) examine the multiplicity of identity positions that
affect the application of a radical multicultural view. For instance, we are in-
terested in highlighting not only how majority societies look at "others" but
also how "others" look back. As one international first-year GTA from South

Asia put it,
American teenagers are resistant to the idea of a global community. Having
taught a political topic in the last two quarters, I have found that I have to
first wean them away from very rigid ideas of patriotism, "saving the world"
and democracy. It is difficult for them to accept a perspective that is differ-
ent from the American one for they assume that anyone not agreeing with
them is an "enemy." They also like to remain in their cocoons of safety and
as teenagers feel more secure discussing pop-culture,music, advertisements,
television rather than politics and the global community. While this may be
a generalization, the challenge would be to get them interested and involved
in the multicultural material. ... To most of the students, [first-yearcomposi-
tion}is after all a required writing course that they just need to pass. Thus, to
make them passionate about global issues may require quite some effort [on]

the part of the instructor.

Globalizing Response: The Ohio State MMI Initiative
Our response to the challenges, opportunities, and demands created by incor-
porating a global outlook has been manifold, and it has been underwritten by
our belief that multicultural, multilingual, and international (MMI) students,
including GTAs of color, bring unique pedagogical assets to their teaching, at
the same time that they face particular pedagogical challenges. The Multicul-
tural Initiative in our program was informed by lvonne Garda's own experi-
ence as a Latina nonnative speaker of English who teaches in a mostly majority
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English department where beginning graduate students teach first-year writing
to native speakers. The initiative also was influenced by our observations as
administrators of how MMI graduate students have negotiated their adaptation
to a different institutional environment and culture, especially at universities
where students and faculty of color constitute a small percentage of the larger
institutional population.

As Karamcheti points out, these GTAs face challenges that include, but
are not limited to, negotiating issues of authority in a different cultural setting
and language in their classrooms, and in their own performance as graduate
students, especially when they come from institutional cultures where highly
interactive pedagogical models are not the norm. In contrast, our program (like
many others across the nation) relies on a critical thinking pedagogical norm
that promotes and expects students' critical involvement and participation. A
participant in the MMI from South Asia described his experience: "I have re-
ceived little formal guidance for writing an academic paper. No one spent an
entire lecture on a thesis statement, so in certain cases I was just a step ahead
of my students." This GTA mentioned the "scary" feeling that a shift from
"lecture-mode" learning to the "more democratic" U.S. classroom brought on
because "the teacher is not impervious to blunt challenges of authority, and as
an incoming international TA that can be very unsettling."

MMI GTAs face the sense of being "an outsider" not only as instruc-
tors but as students within an unfamiliar institutional culture. One second-year
GTA from South Asia and another from China struggled with their classroom
performance in literature classes where their professors expected active and as-
sertive participation from their students. Although both said they had actively
participated as undergraduates in their respective countries, they expressed dif-
ficulty in overcoming a sense that they were foreign to their classrooms in the
United States. This sense of alienation transferred to their classroom experi-
ence, creating an anxiety about their ability to communicate the material, relate
to their u.s. students, and "fit" in the U.S. academic culture. Yet the position
also offers unique pedagogical opportunities that should be acknowledged and
integrated into the teaching of English in the writing classroom. As a GTA
from South Asia expressed, "The American classroom is an alien zone," but
also a zone in which she strategically utilizes her position as an "outsider" to
dis-identify with students'. ethnocentric and nationalistic generalizations and
narrow views about other cultures, creating the space for them to expand their
cultural views. Another GTA from South Asia noted his ability to engage with
U.S. students in discussions about their "place in the world," giving the class
a geopolitical and cross-cultural structure aimed at de-centering U.S. students'
normalized views of the United States as representing the majority perspective.
This GTA also noted how instead of feeling unsettled when he was not aware
of particular U.S. cultural values, he used those times to create a space where
he could get the students to talk about things that mattered to them and teach
him while reaching out to them.
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Ever since I got here, and though this has varied, I am conscious of my own
position as an outsider, though my students and my colleagues have given me
no reason to feel so. The reason I say this is that multicultural instructors can
use this position as a position of strength and they certainly need not put on
an American accent. There are moments when you are ignorant, and at times
even exaggerate and feign your ignorance of American cultural and family
values. And this can be turned into a good pedagogical move.

Undeniably, any instructor's inability to place information within a particular
cultural context in the U.S. composition classroom introduces a potential prob-
lem, because students may perceive this as an opportunity to promote their
own personal views about national or other issues as "fact" rather than opinion,
and the instructor would be unable to place such views in context.

A grant proposal we developed addressed the pedagogical challenges that
international and nonnative U.S. English speakers face as instructors of com-
position and included their perspectives in our development of a more global
and transnational composition pedagogy:

How might GTAs' identities inform students' claims and assumptions?

How is the issue of teacher authority complicated by GTA identity in
the multicultural classroom, both in a classroom that includes anumber
of multicultural students and one where multicultural material is being
taught to mostly majority students?

How does the nonnative U.S. English speaker negotiate the position of
teaching mostly native-speaker students in what is the instructor's second
language?

• What can the writing program do to improve how it recognizes and ad-
dresses these challenges?

• How might the program address majority-culture students' perceptions
of international GTAs, especially nonnative U.S. English speakers who
are teaching English composition?

During the initiative's first quarter in autumn 2004, the program for the first
time offered a peer mentoring group specifically designed for MMI graduate
instructors in training, which Ivonne Garda led. The group was conceived as a
support group that would meet biweekly, in addition to the peer groups that all
GTAs are assigned to during their first quarters of teaching. Second-year MA
or PhD students lead these regular peer groups. The first-quarter GTAs who
self-selected into the MMI group included three dominant-culture students
(one a first-generation Polish-American) and six international GTAs (one from
China, two from Korea, and three from South Asia). Two second-year GTAs
(from India and China) who had struggled during their first year of teaching
were added to the group when they were invited to join in hopes that they would
gain from, as well as contribute to, the enhanced mentoring experience.
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The peer mentor group was modeled as a forum in which the first-quarter
teachers would find support for balancing the three aspects of their lives that
influence their participation in the program: their teaching, their graduate
work, and their personal lives. The peer group focused on a different aspect
each week and included personal experiences in and outside the classroom,
discussion of how to teach specific assignments, teaching simulations, discus-
sions and presentations on graduate school work, techniques and tips on how
to deal with difficult students and teaching issues, social interaction among
peers, and graduate curriculum projects.'As one of the international students
from India noted:

The MMI Peer Group was formed at a point when, as an internationalstudent
and as a first-time teacher, I was at my most insecure. It was extremely reas-
suring to realize that there wereothers who faced similar problems of author-
ity and confidence in the unfamiliar terrain of the American classroom. Not
only did these discussions provide a cathartic experience, I also received a
number of useful suggestions about my teaching. As we chatted about com-
mon problems, we came up with not only pedagogical strategies but also a
sense of humor about our various challenges in class.

We did not expect that so many majority students would want to join the
group, but their interest contributed to the peer group's successful implemen-
tation, and it showed us that majority students are interested in globalizing the
focus of their teaching and in improving their unders tanding of how to teach in
multicultural contexts. For one, our initiative was sensitive to the potential risk
of tokenizing GTAs who are nonnative U.S. English speakers (and, for that
matter, GTAs of color) as informants, whose primary role is to foster "native"
understanding of multiculturalism. In evaluations of the initiative's peer group,
the synergy between majority and international students was one of the great-
est assets because the GTAs felt they could learn from each other. Participants
also made suggestions for improving the peer group, including devoting time
to addressing language barriers and teaching ESL students, more class simula-
tions, presentations on particular topics, and a mock-grading exercise.

Another aspect of the initiative included the creation of a think tank that
worked together between terms to develop more globally focused syllabi and
to discuss the pedagogical challenges of globalizing the writing curriculum.
This aspect of the initiative involved Some GTAs who worked with the peer
group during the previous autumn and other dominant-culture GTA interested
in our efforts. One of the dominant-culture students described her participation
in the think tank and her process of designing a more globally oriented cur-
riculum as follows:

This process made me realize that my Ownsyllabuswas very America-centric,
and I had to take a step back to really discover how to incorporate strong
multiculturalism in the classroom. It also made me wonder how resistant
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students might be to the kind of issues I want to discuss, and how to best
present that material so that they actually learn from it and aren't so hesitant.
[When asked to articulate the goals of sucha curriculum,she said:] To expose
students to strong multiculturalism in a supportive, inquisitive, educational
environment so that they can begin to interrogate the dominant assumptions
about multiculturalism, and in doing so conceive of their own identities and
their relationships to other people in new ways.

One of the international GTAs who participated in the peer group and the think

tank added this opinion:

Participation in the Think Tank has helped me crystallize and actually imple-
ment my desires of creating a multicultural, global community in class. I
feel I have realized that being the Other in an American classroom is not a
handicap and that I can now use my cultural difference in class as a strategic
pedagogical tool. My independent syllabus and the new Rhetorical Visions
textbook have given me more authority to address exciting issues of culture,
identity and community in class.

One of the requirements of the grant was that elements of the initiative be made
permanent in our program. Under the direction of Wendy Hesford, the specific
results of the initiative included the following:'

• The MMI peer mentoring group became a permanent offering in the
program every autumn.
Syllabi with more transnational context was made available to all incom-
ing GTAs, so they can choose to teach classes based on this material.

• The GTA training handbook was expanded to include a section that spe-
cifically addresses the challenges of international and nonnative-speaker

GTAs.
Workshops on multicultural issues in the composition classroom were
offered on a yearly basis.
The results of the final MMI initiative assessment survey were taken into
consideration in the planning and execution of the next sear's training

program.

By globalizing the curriculum, by acknowledging and integrating the experi-
ences of MMI GT As into our institutional culture, and by making changes
to our training program based on the initiative'S results, our program further
enhanced its training. We are aware that challenges remain, such as making

1 Wendy Hesford directed first-year writing at Ohio State from 2003 to 2007; Ivonne Garcia was
a WPA from 2003 to 2004, a senior WPA from 2004 to 2005, and a writing program consultant
and peer mentor in 2006; Eddie Singleton continues to serve as associate director of the first-year

writing program at Ohio State.
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efforts like these more appealing to minority. or GTAs of color who in this case
did not choose to participate, and the need for a qualitative study of the peda-
gogical challenges of integrating global texts into the writing curriculum. But
we believe that by applying the precepts of a radical multiculturalism commit-
ted not just to celebrating difference but to recognizing and addressing global
power differentials, university communities can establish initiatives that re-
spond to a theoretical and pedagogical worldview that advocates transnational,
geopolitical, and postcolonial approaches to the study and teaching of English
composition in the U.S. academy and beyond. As Xiao-ming Li states, we can
gain much by engaging the "pedagogical, linguistic, and cultural knowledge
that only between-the-worlds residents are privy to" (1999, 44). We agree; the
status of the "outsider" should be a "source of authority rather than an indica-
tion of incompetence" (51). The field of composition also needs to broaden
its multicultural focus on the study of differences within U.S. culture to study
processes of transnational exchange within economic, cultural, political, and
pedagogical spheres.


